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- Phases of IP/SEZ development:
  - Diagnostics
  - Policy design and planning
  - Implementing and financing
  - Promotion and marketing
  - Monitoring and evaluation

- Classification of the industrial parks and connection with UNIDO services:
  - Industrial parks
  - Eco parks
  - Techno/Agro poles
  - Science technology and innovation parks
  - Special economic zones
  - Industrial corridors

- Strategic framework to define UNIDO services:
  - Assist governments/stakeholders to plan properly development of new parks or refurbishing if existing parks
  - Better understand concepts of parks, zones and other territorial units’, their specializations, roles and expectations as development instruments, highlighting their evolution over time
  - Identify role of various stakeholders
  - Share best cases in establishing and managing of IPs
  - Describes main phases of planning and implementing a park or zone project

- Strategic importance of IZs within PCPs:
  - Integration with other support services
  - Social economic impact
  - Implication in terms of development policies and investments
  - Driver for industrial transformation
  - Synergy/interaction with Government/stakeholders

- Success stories/lessons learned from ongoing PCPs:
  - Examples of Senegal, Morocco, Cambodia
  - Specificity (no one-size fits all)
  - Increasing demand